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University of Central Florida 
FUTURE I believe that for peace a man may, even should, do everything in his power. Nothing in this world could rank higher than peace. 
Anwar· Sadat 
Vol. 1 ·No. 10 Friday, October 9, 1981 
UCF dropout rate above national average 
by Kim Hawley 
Future staff 
The attrition rate at UCF is 
almost 10 percent higher than the 
national average, ~ue to the school's 
commuter coll.ege status, according 
to Dan Coleman of the Office of In-
stitutional Research. 
He continued that as a result, 40 
percent of the new students each 
year are expected to drop out. 
The majority of those who drop 
out ·are -freshmen. Within this 
group, 40 perce~t of the minority 
students-don't return, Coleman said. 
This is twice as high as· the attrition 
percentage of white freshman. 
Attrition figures outline thr~ 
types of students. _'~Naturals" leave 
college because of marriage or job of-
fers. "Stop Outs" leave temporarily 
and plan to return later, · and 
"Unnecessaries" are students fore- · 
ed to leave because they did not or 
could not take advantage of univer-
sity r~sources to help their financial 
academic problems. 
Dr. Le Vester Tubbs, associate 
vice president for Student Affairs 
said, "Freshmen sometimes get lost 
in the shuffle and often wait too late 
. to get help. On the other hand, 
many students do poorly because. 
r.ollege isn't the challenge they ex-
pected. Thus, they don't study ag-
gressively," he added. 
Dr. Robert Belle .of Minority 
University bookstores corner the market 
Student Services said of minority at-
trition, "Minority, as well as other 
students, aren't given an academic 
warning before they're put on proba-
tion. Also; many minority. students 
don't feel socially included at UCF." 
Studies done by the Office of In-
stitutional Research characterized 
students who leave unneccessarily 
as "having marginal academic abili-
ty, lacking educational goals and a 
major field of study, not being in-
volved in college life, not par-
ticipating in or understanding 
freshman orientation." 
Dr. Tubbs said the retention -rate 
for freshmen would be more suc-
cessful if VCF was more "freshman 
oriented." 
"If freshmen, especially those wh~ 
are average or· below average 
academically, were encouraged to go 
to summer school, they would he 
more likely to finish college;'' Tubbs 
said: He added that he favors the 
creation of a required, one-credit 
hour semester course for freshmen 
· that would provide -inforII)ation 
about the academic requirements of 
UCF and the services available. 
In addition, Dr. Belle stated, 
''High schools could do a better job 
· of academically preparing ·students 
for college. Many freshmen who 
leave unneccessarily do so because 
they waited too late to decide their 
major and then didri't have the time 
Attrition, page 4 
Aday at 
the races 
Contestants raced around 
UCF's cam-pus Saturday 'in 
Threshold, Inc.'s Run for tbe 
Kids. Overall winner was Paul 
Waldron with a 3.1 mile-time of 
14:36.6. For the story, see page 5. 
Mike Brach/Future 
Students find few places to buy books 
by Mike Lafferty 
Future"ltatt 
With all of the differences there 
are among college students who at-
tend a university, they all suffer 
from one common lament, the high 
price of books. · 
It's a captive market at UCF, with . 
the only accessible bookstore the 
campus bookstore. 
But UCF's booksv>re operates its 
pricing structure no differently than 
bookstores .at the eight other state 
universities, according to manager 
Ian Maxwell. 
.Maxwell says the store orders its 
books from the publisher's at a price 
20 percent less than retail. That 20 
percent discount is tacked back on 
to the shelf price of the book, and 
passed on to the student. So a boo~ 
with a publisher's retail price. of-$10 
would cost the bookstore $8, and 
would finally cost a student $10. 
Maxwell says that the. 20 percent 
barely covers shipping, han~g 
and other ordering costs. Iil fact, 
Maxwell insists that the bookstore 
makes little profit from the sale of 
textbpoks. 
Consumer report 
"There's really not much profit in 
textbooks. The other items--
supplies, sweatshirts, used books--
make us enough money to buy tex-
tbooks," Maxwell says. "Exactly 
the same as Gainesville.'' 
Other universities 
And just the same as Gainesville, 
UCF's bookstore makes a profit. 
The manager of the University of 
. . 
appropriations." 
A prevalent misconception.around 
the university, is that the bookstore 
is a privately owned entity, paying 
Florida's bookstore, Sam Getzen, 
describes his as a "healthy profit." 
And he says this profit is· channeled 
into. a "Gator Loan Fund" which 
does · everything from funding 
scholarships to buying intramural 
equipment. Allocation of the money 
is determined by a committee· of 
students, faculty and the bookstore 
manager. 
· no rent while it generates profit. 
At UCF, profits are put into an 
"Auxiliary Trust . Fund." The 
money in this fund is then allocated 
on a day-to-day basis by John Goree, 
vice president of business affairs. 
The money in the fund is sometimes 
given out in the form of short-term 
loans to other auxiliary services. 
- According to Director of Aux-
iliary Services Dick Scott, the fund 
is essentially a "pot used on a rainy 
day when funds cannot be generated 
through the legislature or through_ 
The university owns the bookstore .. 
I t.s personnel are employed by the 
state. 
Captive market 
UCF's bookstore enjoys an ad-
vantage some other state 
bookstores do not. It has a 
monopoly on textbook~ · used by 
students here, and opportunities to 
buy elsewhere are slim to none. 
According to Maxwell, the area 
market will not support a bookstore 
designed to compete with UCF's. 
The University of Florida's 30,000 
students can support competing 
bookstores. · 
~ooks, pagP ~ 
·STUDENT CENTER 
YEARBOOK 
PHOTOS 
(TAKEN FREEl 
OCTOBER 12~16 
KNIOHrs ROOM 
.(LOCATED IN THE CAFETERIA) 
OCTOBER 19-21 
SOUTH LOBBY - ENGINEERING BLDG. 
9:00 AM - 6:30 PM 
PROVIDED BY STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
AT A GLANCE 
EVENTS 
The dedication ceremonies for the Automatic Teller · Ma"Chlne 
building is today at 10 a.m . . Banks servicing UCF via automatic 
· tellers are Citizens Ba·nk of Oviedo, ComBanks Corporation and Sun 
Bank. 
• • •• 
. · Guitarist Eric Lesko and tenor Fred Martell will present the second 
program in the Faculty Artists Series in the music rehearsal hall 
tonight. The duo will perform works by Benjamin Brittin, Heitor 
Villa-Lobes, John Dowland, Fernando Sor, Mauro Guiliani, Thea 
Musgrave and Manuel Defalla. · 
Admission to the program is$~ at the door. All proceeds go to the 
UCF music scholarship fund. 
••• • The Lupus. Foundation· of Florida, Inc., will hold a meeting on Satur-
day,-October 10 at 2 p.m. at 1215 E. Nebraska St. The speaker will be 
. James Dural.ld, and the topic will be stress. Durand has his oW11 
counseling service and has had training in Gestalt. He is a consultant 
for the public school systems and local hospitals. For more informa-
tion contact the· Lupus Foundation, 671-2384 . 
••• The first movie in the UCF SC Walt Disney World film series 
"lchabOd and Mr. Toad" will be shown October 10at10 a.m. in the SC 
AUD, 25 ·cents admission will be charged. Children must be accom-
panied by an adult. 
• •• Education Coordinator Tom Williams and "Docent" Anne Kelly, are 
teaching children about zoo animals. Docents are volunteer educa-
tional guides who introduce visiting school groups to wild animals. 
Docent training classes begin October 10 at the Central Florida Zoo. 
Call 323-0181 for more information . 
••• Juniors, seniors and graduate students can now apply for a Sears 
credit card sponsored by. Delta Sigma Pi. Tables will be set JIP ·on the 
Student Center Green and the Student Union, Mondays, Wednesdays 
and Fridays, 10 a.m. ~ 2 p.m., through Oct. 30th. There is no charge . 
••• Nomination forms for membership in Omicron Delta Kappa Na-
tional Leadership Honor Society are available in ADM 282 (Student 
Affairs) and the Student Center main qesk. Juniors, seniors and 
graduate students who have demonstrated leadership in university life 
and academically are in the upper thirty-five pereent of their college 
ar.e eligible to apply. Nomination forms must be returned by October 
14. ' 
••• 
_ The Society of Physics Students~ have a "see the stars" meeting. 
on Oct. 12 at 8 p.m. by the SC Green post office. Telescopes and star 
charts will be available for use. · 
•••• 
, The Puerto Ri~an Student Association is celebrating Columbus Day· 
at the StUdent Government Kiosk from 11 to 3 p.m. on Oct.12. 
The Association will display posters, paintings, books, and music 
from Latin America, with. strong emphasis o~ Puerto Rican folklore. 
••• UCF's debate team will be the host of an international debate on 
Oct. 14 at 11 a.m. in the SC AUD. Featured ·will be UCF vs. Oxford 
University. 
UpdATE 
One reason why bills are as high as they are is because some people 
are stealing electricity. 
It is estimated that $8,400 is lost ~ch month by the Orlando 
Utilities Commission alone .. Theft of electricity is becoming an in-
creasing problem, but Orlando Utilities, as well as many other public 
utilities, are taking steps to prevent, apprehend; and prosecute 
violators. · 
Usually, the theft occurs after the meter has been removed for lack 
of payment. The customer then steals someone else's meter and plugs 
it into his box. This person is guilty of two crimes, theft, because he 
.has stolen a rneter, and fraud, because he isn't paying for the electrici-
ty .he is using. The use of jumpers, instead of a meter, is another com-
mol.l method of stealing electricty. 
..... 
If you know of someone involved in _this or any fe.lony crime, call 
Crimewatch in Orlando at 849-2482. You may remain anonymous,and 
may be eligible for a reward of up to $1,000 . 
••• 
"Now more than ever" has become an overworked catch phrase but 
it succinctlysums up CARE's message to the Americans for World 
Food Day, October 16. 
It is the anniversary of the founding of the United Nations FOod and 
Agriculture Organization in 1945. CARE was conceived as a way to 
provide food packages to victims of World War II in Europe. CARE 
aid soon expanded to include clothing, tools, and other needed items. 
Today, in 37 developing countries throughout Africa, Asia Latin 
America and the Middle East, CARE conducts feeding, food ~roduc­
tion, self-help and health projects. Last year CARE provided food for 
29 million undernourished people: mostly children. 
"' 
.. 
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BOokS-. -from page 1 
Other bookstores in town can pro-
vide no relief either. "There's 
nowhere else in town to get books," 
says Maxwell. 
"The profit margin in books is not 
that great," Maxwell explains. "I 
doubt there's any school in the state 
that ope;ates on a different system 
than we_do." 
Then if other bookstores cannot 
offer any relief, where else can 
students go for a cheaper alter-
native? 
Going directly to the pµblisher is 
not a viable method for several 
reasons. Students would have to 
know well in advance what classes · 
they would be taking as well as the 
text to be used. In addition, they 
would have . to know if that par-
ticular cla~s would even be open. 
Buying directly from the publisher 
would also cost a student the same 
retail price' he pays at the bookstore, 
plus postage. "That's if the 
publisher would send single copy 
orders,'' adds Maxwell. 
Buying used 
One sound, and widely used alter-
native to new books is buying used 
ones. Maxwell admits this is 
another high profit area for. the 
bookstore because ''we have less ex-
penses" obtaining them. 
The used book system works this 
way:- The bookstore buys books 
back from students, usually during 
finals week. Providing the course 
will be offered the next term and the 
book has not gone out of edition, the 
bookstore will buy ~ack the book for 
one-half of its current, new book 
price. The. bookstore will then sell 
that book the next- term to another 
student for three-quarters of its cur-
rent price. · 
A book going out of edition 
presents a problem to students. The 
bookstore will only give what's call-
ed a ''blue book'' price on out-of· 
edition books, a bare minimum price 
of a couple dollars. And this "blue 
book'' price is-all students could g.et 
for a book if its course subject is not 
_ offered the following term. The 
book must be kept until the course is 
again offered to get a used hook 
price. 
"After a book goes· out of edition, 
they really have no value," Maxwell 
says. "It's not done with any 
malice, but publishers are in the 
business to make money. '' 
Publishers are in the business to 
make money seems to be the bottom 
line. ''You may think a book is only 
worth $6, but a publisher has to 
charge $25 to take the risk of prin-
ting that book," says Maxwell. "I 
can't sell it for what I think it's 
worth. I have to sell it for what they 
sell it to me for." 
The final option open to students 
in purchasing books is the student 
book exchange, ·which is operated by 
the student_ government. A student 
. ~~~I?age 16 
STUDENT GOV-ERNMENT 
- OF'F'ERS 
LEGAL SERVICES 
GOT PROBLEMS "\VITH: 
Landlords? 
Insurance-? 
Contracts? 
·The Police?° 
Scudent Government seeks to provide 
students at the University of Central Florida 
with Legal serv~es in ·matters affecting their 
welfare as students. Services provided include 
l~mdlord . tenant, consumer; a~d 
discr.im.ination problems. Also, no,ncriminaJ 
traffic cases, divorce, conversion of property ' 
and name change tra11sactors. 
O~r program offers legal advice, con- , 
sultation and docume~t · drafting ~ of 
charge to students in l)eed of services. Call 
215-2538 or stop by S.C. 210 for more in-
formation or an appoinment. 
YOU are welcome at the 
First Baptist Church Qf Oviedo 
5. MILES NORTH OF UCF 
ON ALAF A YA TRAIL 
William R. Marr, D. Min., Pastor 
365-3484 
Study Your Bible Daily-
Don ' t Cram for the Final! . 
*SUNROOFS & INSTALLATION 
TRUCKS - VANS & AUTOS 
*.WINDOW TINTING 
* VAN ACCESSORIES 
* AUTO ACCESSORIES 
* AUTO POLISHING 
* AUTO LOUVERS 
REGISTER FOR FREE SUNROOF 
4945 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL 
ORLANDO. FLORIDA 32809 
Too many students, too few bo_oks 
Students ·aren't the only ones 
sometimes . frustrated at the 
bookstore. Professors often have 
delays in receiving the texts for the 
classes they are teaching. 
This semester in Dr. Y asser 
Hosni' s Software Design class a 
number of students still have not 
been able to buy their ·books. 
One ·student in the class said that 
the book is -essential to the course 
because of the class's high degree of 
difficulty. "I've checked . all the 
_ libraries . and college bookstores 
around here," ·explains the student. 
''The bookstore has ordered them, 
but it's probably third class mail. 
This lack of a book is killing me.'' 
Fault can hardly ·be put on any one 
party. A professor's responsibility 
at the begin_ning of a t~rm is to give 
Shortage,page 16 
( · A cost comparison . \ 
The following is an example of books an engineering and bus~ess 
student might buy in a semester and how much they would cost. This 
sample does not include any supplies the student might have to pur-
chase. 
-Engineering student taking: 
Calculus II (Mac 3312) 
Thermodynamics (EGN 3343) 
Optics and Physics (PHY 3421) 
Prob. @ Stat. for Eng. (STA 3032) 
Pr_ofessionai Rept. Wrt. (ENC 3241) 
Business Maj or-Accounting 
Macroeco~omics (ECO 2023) 
Fund. of Prob. @Stat. (STA 3023) 
Financial Acct. I (ACC 3101) 
Finance (FIN 3403) 
College Algebra (MAC 1104) 
. ~· 
28.95 
31.50 
25.95 
25.95 
13.95 
$126.30 
20.95 
22.95 
4_.95 
7.95 
20.95 
· 16.50 
6.95 
8.15 
15.95. 
20.00 
$14~.30 
A~eem Hairstyling 
The Scientific Approach to a T~tal Look 
for .Men and Women ... lnclu_des Hair analysis 
OPEN 
9-5 Tues. - Sat. 
Thurs. Eve. 
by Appt. Only 
WEARE HERE 
i 
No Gratuities Please 
CURRY FORD ROAD .. 
'f' 
> 
7213 Curry For~ Rd. · 
Orlando 
273-1.313 @REDKEN® 
GO ·KNIGHTS! 
HAPPY HOUR 
·SATURDAY OCTOBER 10· 
PITCHERS $2.50 . 
MUGS.SO¢ . 
9:30PM·12PM . 
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Norman the Armadillo 
A ttrition-rrom page 1 ~t.Mo, I wAs ctJ~1ous •.. w\.\~T 
to take the relevant courses in high 
school. To lower the attrition rate I 
would like to' see a program at UCF 
like that at the University - of 
Maryland, where all-freshmen are re- · 
quired to take summer school right 
after graduation." 
fUNC:flON 1)0 l..fo<JR_ ST~\PES 
~E~\JE - ARE 1\\6'1 
WELL, T\-\~y'sae !\JOT 
REAU.'f 'S~\f>ES 
SI)~ ••• 
by Dave Mitchell 
••• Tt-\EY 'fl~ ''UPC" 
COM.P\JTEfl PfHcE 
C.Of)\l'J(:, fMtR~S/ 
There are two programs operating 
at ·ucF to combat high rate of un· 
neccessary attrition among .. _. ....... ~ .............. ~-... .................................... a .. --. ....... ._.__..._ ................ .. 
freshmen. 
One is the Equal Opportunity pro-
gram directed by.Minority Services. 
It involves high school seniors, 
especially those who would not nor· 
mally meet UCF's academic re-
quirements. They are accepted bas-
ed on teacher recommendations and 
a personal interView with Minority 
Services. 
These students attend summer 
school and are also given academic 
and student services advisement.· 
Another program is the Govern-
ment Honors Program in which 
students with high academic ability 
attend college the summer before 
their senior year. 
The Black Student Union also 
runs a program resembling the Big 
Brother/Big Sister organization. In 
this prc;>gram, BSU members help 
Black ·freshmen through their first 
year at UCF. 
In addition to these · t·hree 
r . 
attrition-fighting programs,· Belle 
said that the chancellors of Florida's 
state universities are planning the 
distribution of guidelines to help the 
parents of college bound junior and 
senior high school students decide 
what courses their children need to 
take in high school. 
Waterheds CfJMIJ. 
ICE CREAM SUP·ERMARKETS 
Complete Wlfh Frame 
' 
r------------~ r------------, I 2 FOR 1 11 I 2 FOR 1 I 
*74.95 (Reg. *79.95) I I I I ASSORTED I I ICE CREAM PIES I I SUNDAES I 1 · REGULAR $3.95 I 
I I· I . I 
I EXPIRES: OCT. 16, 1981 JI I EXPIRES: OCT. 16, 1981 I L------------ L---~---~----J With Student l.D~ OPEN 
IOA.M. to.IO P.M. 678-0637 
7 438 University Blvd. 
I Jniverslty Square 6 78-1951 florida .aterhed corporation 2457 ALOMA 
for sale 
SURPLUSJEEPS,CARS,TRUCKS 
Car-Inv. value $2143 sold for $100. For infor-
mation on purchasing similar bargains, call 602-
941-8014 Ext. 8587. Phone call refundable. 
1977 VW Rabbit TLC, low mileage, auto, air, AM 
JM. Save on gas but stay comfortable in this 
quality car. Price reduced this week, $2960. loan 
value $2760. Average retail value $3200. Auto 
Specialties of Oviedo, 365-5276, 1 blk. n. of stop 
light on 419 In Oviedo: 
Old English sheepdog, no papersJ 1112 yr. 1 
male. All shots, well behavea, house 
broken. Best offer. Call Kar at 677-4668. 
1977 Hond1 CMc 4-speed station wagon. 45,000 
mlles, good condition, 1ood ps mileaae, AM/FM 
r1dio, good Michelin tires. $2800. Call after 6 PM, 
671-2589. 
laser, heDum-neon, used less t ... n 10 hours for 
dlspl1y. $250. C1ll 859-9795. 
3 ·mobile liomes • 1982's, brand new, never been 
lived in. ' 
14x54, 2-bdrm 1-bath, $8,000 
14x56, 2-bdrm. 2-bath, $8,200 
14x70, 3-bdrm. 2-bath, $11,000 
Call Ju1n at 385-5709. 
help wanted 
JOBS JOBS JOBS 
All over the nation. Not an agency. Call 602·252-
0979 oper. 7008. 
1>VERSEAS JOBS • Summer, year-round. Europe. s. 
Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields. $500-
$1200/mo. Sightseeing. Free info. Write UC, box 
52-FL-4, Corona del Mar, CA 92625. 
MEN! - WOMEN! 
JOBS ON SHIPS! American. Foreign. No experien-
ce required. Excellent pay. Worldwide travel. 
Summer job or career. Send $3 for info. SEAFAX, 
Dept. C-12, Box 2049, Port Angeles, WA 98362. 
Good flexible job for dependable students for a 
custom cleaning service. Must ~ave car & phone. 
.50/4.25 per hr. Call 671-7463 for an interview. 
carpool_ 
Need ride to UCF M,W,F 8·10:30 AM. Residence 
near intersection 17-92 and 436 in Casselberry. 
Call 331-8318 eves. 
MARKETPLACE 
Need a roommate? Have something to sell? For 
only 50¢ a line, students, faculty, & staff . can ad-
vertise in the Marketplace & reach the campus 
market. Ads must be submitted in person & paid 
for at the time of placement. Call 275-2865 or stop 
by the Business Office located next to the new 
Health Center before 4:00 PM the Monday before 
the ad is to be run. · 
roommatP.s 
Femile needed to stiare 2-bdrm. 2-full bath apt~ 
· $220/mo., includes all util. & groc. Available Nov. 
1, possibly before. Call Lisa, 277-3879 after 6 P.M 
or weekends. 
I need roommate to share 2-bdrm. dup. across 
UCF. 10 min. walk. $150 & uti'i. or I will move out 
to share an apt. with you. Call 282-3860. 
Fun female roommate wanted. Completely fur-
nished, large l·bdrm., wilk·in closet, living room, 
kitchen, bath. Many convenient facilities. 
~~~------------~--------------~~~ta~s East Cootact hmm~ ~ uri~ 
uneApt. 26. 
typists for rent 
EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full time. Term House for rent· 3 bdrm. 2 bath, fireplace, fenced 
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction yard. 8 minutes from UCF. $425/mo. 6 month 
of spelling, grammar, punc. and editing included. lease, 1st & last. Call 275-7997 or 273-2817. 
Reasonable. Call Bea, 678-1386. 
Secretarial solutions: you do the studying & leave 
the typing to me. Longwood, Altamonte, Winter 
park. Call Marlene, 862-4385. 
273-5610 
UNIVERSITY VILLAS 
Furnished & Unfurnished $235-$260 
2 Pools, Tennis Courts 
Male, non-smoking roommate wanted to share 1· 
bdrm. apt. Yi mile from UCF. $120/mon.th & 1/z 
util. Call 277-5727. 
ORLANDO· share house, non-smoker, no pets, in 
Colonialtown area, near bus lines and shopping. 
894-2336 eves and weekends. 
wanted 
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES, FAST ACCURATE Do you have an old bike in your garage just taking 
I
TYPING, REASONABLE RATES! 10% DISCOUNT On-site bus svc. to UCF & Colonial Mall up space? Will take it off your hands if price is 
_WITH AD. Paper supplied, editing if requested. ~----------------4 reasonable. Call Ann, x2865. 
exp.~ full-time. Kathy's Typing Service. 568-2969. 
services 
Excellence in TYPING helps the appearance af!d 
the . grade! Term papers, Thesis, Dissertations. Discover inner energy and ·overcome stress. 
Materials sU.,plied & editing available. Work done Develop your full potential through the Transcen-
on IBM Sel. 11- 1 mi. from campus. Call Marti 365- dental Meditation and TM-Sidhi programs. Info, 
6874 before 7:30 AM or after 5:38 PM. 422-7100. 
----
Typing specialist for students & professors. IBM 
& lurabian style. Nancy -851-4489. 
Typing service available, 11 years experience. 
Close to UCF. Call Denise, 275-6257. 
Professional typir.g. Accuracy and neatness will be 
hard to beat. 20 years' experience including 
dissertations, master's papers, term papers, etc. 
IBM typewriter, paper supplied. Close to campus. 
Call Judy, 677-1902 or 275-2351. 
Sten+ Type 
TYPING-WORD PROCESSING 
Dissertation • Theses 
851-5252 
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING 
Pregnant? Need help? 841-2223 · 
Free Pap smear and breast exam 
Call for appointment-Counseling for men 
BETA Center, 419 N. Magnolia, Ori. 
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information, 
pregnancy tests and counseling. VD screening, low 
cost, confidential services. 
Central Florida Women's 
Health Organization 
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando 
898-0921 
Gay Social Services of Central Florida offering 
legal and medical referral, counseling, hot line 
with trained members & special activities. For in· 
formation call 843-2750. 
Rates too high? Call me! Pr~f. typist, 16 yrs. ex- - - - -
perience at low rates; call DAY or·EVENINGS 678- ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY ns·1, 
4360. LOW 'COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy, confiden-
.tiality guaranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725 
TYPING • Anything & everything. Very reasonable. N. Magnolia Avenue. Available by phone 24 hours 
Call Holli. 677-5983 or 678-7371. a'day: 422-0606; or toll free 1 (8001432-8517. 
t '. . .. 
PllYSJ C:JI\ ~1.\:\'ACJ ·:D 
J ·~'ffl\Rl.ISill-:D IU7:1 
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UCFrun 
benefits 
threshold 
by Nancy Schultz 
Future staff 
Over 700 runners participated 
in the third annual Threshold, 
Inc. Run for the Kids 5,000 meter 
road race held Saturday at UCF. 
It was thP, third largest race of its 
kind held in Central Florida. 
Many of the runners were VCF 
students, faculty ·and staff. The 
race netted $4,000 ·with an addi-
tional $3,000 collected in adver-
tising revenues from the race pro-
gram . . 
"We had a lot of UCF support 
for the race,'' said Dr~ Richard 
Tucker, UCF - psychology pro-
fessor. "Members of the Arnold 
Air Society were super volunteers 
helping· to direct traffic, and the 
Psychology, Club helped register , 
runners for the race. The UCF 
community was well involved in: 
this race to help raise money for 
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Threshold." 
Founded in 1976 through the ef-
forts of Tucker and Mrs. Teena 
Willard, Threshold is a private, 
non-profit treatment program for 
handicapped children with 
behavioral dysfunctions. The 
program uses behavior manage-
ment to replace the child's lack of 
commun.icative skills and 
maladaptive behavior with learn-
ed behavior and skills suitable to 
the child's functional level. 
"Mrs. Willard contacted me in 
197 5 to help obtain a grant from 
Health and Rehabilitative Ser-
vices," Tucker explained. 'SW e 
received the funding and started 
the program in Mrs. Willard's 
home." 
The concept was successful and 
Threshold began teaching 
children from Sunland ·Center 
who were referred to the program. 
Treatment at the facility wa~ 
broadened to include behavior 
modification techniques. 
In 1979, Threshold expanded to 
a residential program. Situated 
on two acres, the facility houses 
children who can no longer live at 
hom.e. · 
Regarded by developmental 
disability professionals as a 
m.odel facility, the m.ain criticism. 
by review conuitjttees has been 
the inability to disseminate this 
- unique program. throughout the 
state, a topic discu~sed at the 
Florida Association of Behavioral 
Analysis's convention last m.onth 
in Orlando. 
The majority of teachers at 
Threshold are UCF graduates 
who got their initial experience 
there. ·The facility is also used for-
training advanced psychology 
undergraduates interested in pro-
grams that aid severly dysfunc-
tional children. 
· ,NEED AUTO INSURANCE? 
. . - . 
You need to call ... 
898-2454 
/~ Sl4Abb iPREIDT!i 
)~~ ~ CHILD CARE CENTER 
7408 ALOMA AVENUE 
11/.4 Miles East of 436 
6 ani to 7 pm Mon. -.Fri. 
FINEST CARE AT THE LOWEST PRICES 
"CARING IS OUR BUSINESS" 
INTRODUCTORY SPECIALS FOR NEW CUSTOMERS 
F~E REGISTRATION (815 v ALUE) w1m Tms AD 
HOURS. 
MON.-SAT. 8AM~9PM 
SUNDAY 9AM-6PM 
. GOLDENROD IGA 
UCF STUDENTS' BEER STORE 
IN BELMONT PIAZA 
t MILES. -oF UNIVERISTY BLVD. 
ON 15-A 
' 
. . -
KEIS OF BEER *2.00 OVE.R COST 
· 1-9 Kegs Purchased/*2.00 Over Store Cost 
10-UP Kegs Pa.rchased/$1.00 Over Store Cost 
*10.00 Deposit Per Keg 
*15.00 Deposit Per Tap 
. ·Cost Based On Distrihutors Price To Store As Of Delifery All Beer Sold For Cash ·Only-No Checks '.'ease! 11 
Flex Conditioners Aqua Fresh Toothpaste. 
~:~ *1 79 ~~,,, . . . \'ll' 99 ¢ '""'"' 
No U111itsf! • No Limits!! b\\¢; . '1.$9 
·-----------------------------, 
· Pepsi Cola ~ . I 
'!.~·~, 8/12oz. Cans 1"!'111f, I \\. 97 c-. 91 I ¢- I . I 
I 
Store Coupon Good 'till 10/ 23/ 81 I 
Limit 1 W/ Coupon and *15.00 or More Purchase Please 1· 
Excluding Sale Items 1 L--------~--------------------J 
r----------------------~------1 Tony's Hamhurger, Pepperoni, or Sau~age _ 
14oz. Size · 
Pizza 59¢ 
Store Coupon Good 'till 10/23/81 
limit 1 W/~upon and *15.00 or More Purchase Please 
Excluding Sale Items . L-------~---------------------J 
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A behind-the-scenes look at 'Cosmic Concerts' 
by Larry Thompson 
future staff 
From the small back office of the 
John Young Science Museum 
Planetarium, Barbara Smith works 
her creative magic in developing a 
new form ()f celestial entertainment, 
the Cosmic Concert. 
The ex-Californian brought her 
theater arts and music background 
to the planetarium in 1979, when on-
ly one show a day was being 
presented. Using the equipment 
available at the time, (one special· 
effects projector, one stationary 
zoom, and a pointer-arrow as a 
simulated laser) the planetarium 
presented its first cosmic concert 
with the music of J. S. Bach. 
After adding new effects and a 
real laser, the planetarium· now of~ 
fers shows featuring the music of 
major r.ock bands as well as Euro-
pean jazz and Classical artists. 
high-contrast photographs, 
developed in the museum darkroom. 
When Smith has an idea for a new 
show, she will present it to music 
director Johnson, who .in turn 
selects the best cuts to fit the theme. 
Smith emphasizes the need to keep 
up with current musical trends but 
she also likes to include some "odd 
stuff" from esoteric b~ds such as 
Tangerine Dream and Kraftwerk. 
Even though she has "nothing 
against" rock and roll, Smith is 
quick to point out that while she is 
in charge, the planetarium will not 
feature rowdy types of music such 
as the Rolling· Stones or Molly Hat-
chet. This policy was established 
after unruly audiences defaced the 
console, tore up · the seats, and 
brought beer into the auditorium at 
the last Southern rock show. 
With the addition of new console 
operators, which should be com-
pleted this week, Barbara Smith 
foresees a bright future for the 
cosmic concert serie~. 
· Currently the facilities include: a 
Minolta star projector for creating 
the heavenly background of stars· 
and planets; eight carousel projec· 
_tors for panorama effects; four 
80-slide carousel projectors for 
zooms; three zooms for close-up; 
rotation; and transverse arcing of 
slides; a color organ for bright light 
explosions; a chase-light circuit 
around the base of the dome; four 
Above: the board that coritrols everything from the proe<~ssion 
of the equinoxes to the special effects. of Pink Flo_yd's 
One of the upcoming adventures 
in space is a Halloween concert that 
will be shown at 11 p.m. every 
weekend during October. Titled 
"Welcome to My Nightmare," it will 
include the diverse music of Alice 
Cooper, Alan Parsons, Pink Floyd, 
Robert Fripp, and even music from 
"The Wizard of Oz." 
"The Wall." Below: the star proje.ctor 
A close-up of the rotating 
head to the star projector. 
/ 
non-moving slide projectors in-
cluding cross-fade and pulse images; 
a hand-controlled laser system; and 
a massive console board with 
separate banks for 62 carousel in-
puts and special effects. 
Smith feels that even though im-
provements have been made in the 
conceptualization .of the cosmic con-
cert series, several logistic problems 
must still be overcome. 
Currently, funding _ for all 
planetarium shows comes from a 
limited yearly budget and occasional 
donations. To purchase new ~ffects 
for cosmic concerts, Smith must 
justify ·their use for other programs 
such as school and publiG shows. 
She is trying to get a new laser 
scan-which will·allow for computer 
programming of laser · ef-
fects-replacing the manual system 
of moving the reflector mirrvrs. 
She describes the present system 
as ·"crude" but hopes to add three. 
new helium-neon. lasers. Aside from 
the $5,000 laser scan, she plans to 
get an automated projector system.· 
for the static slide carousels. That 
will cost another $5,000. 
Another problem is the lack of 
available performer-technicians. 
"Not many technicians are per-
formers, too," said Smith. These 
shows "must be choreograph-
ed ... like any other piece of theater." 
Smith plans to integrate live ac-
tors into the cosmic concerts. She 
has often donned costumes and 
masks for added visual imagery, in-
cluding her role as the Judge in ''The 
Wall:" Dressed in black robes, she 
appeared atop the styrofoam blocks 
that surrounded the console · and 
knocked down the "wall" as strobe 
effects created the illusion of slow-
motion destruction. 
In addition to her own ideas, 
Smith relies on full-time assistant 
Steve Raxter, musical director 
Larry Johnson, part-time console 
operators, and the museum staff ar· 
tist for . further cosmic 
embellishments. Smith has expand-
ed the production facilities to in· 
elude a small but efficient produc-
tion room With turntables, mixers, 
and tape machines to lay down- the 
musical framework for each·concert. 
Her staff also provides films and 
Barbara Smith at the controls 
of the Minolta special-effects 
equipment. 
Reynolds' bid for baby ·unlikely ~o start b~om 
by Mark Schledom 
Future staff 
What is Burt Reynolds doing? Coming off the disasterous twin movies 
"Smokey and the Bandit II" and "Cannonball Run," he desperately needed 
a sure-fire hit. Instead he made the costly, if not fatal, mistake offollowing 
those debacles with yet another loser "Paternity." · 
Where are those roles that made Burt Reynolds-movies like "Deliveran-
ce" a'nd "The Longest Yard"? _ 
In "Paternity" ht:. plays the 44-year-old manager of Madison Square 
Gardens who suddenly realizes his mortality. When he dies he will leave. 
nothing to be remembered by. He decides that the solution is to have a son. 
The problem is he's not married and doesn't want to be bound to a wife. On 
top of that, he is sure that no woman with any sense would want him. His 
alternative is to hire a surrogate mother. · 
Reynolds is ~o self-serving and rude to the women he interviews that the 
audience loses any compassion they may have had for him in his quest for 
fatherhood. In one instance he is interviewing a woman with braces on her 
teeth. "What's that?" he asks. "Do you have to wear those things on your 
teeth?" "Of course," she responds. "Why?" "WeU it's just that I don't 
want my son to look like 'Jaws Two'," he quips. 
Reynolds is totally unconvincing as a man who loves children. His inabili-
ty to be held by another human being destroys his credibi~ty and makes it 
impossible to believe he could be a good parent. 
He eventually meets Beverly D' Angelo, a part-time waitress and classical 
trumpet student. She needs money to study under a master brass instructor 
in Paris. D'Angefo agrees to have his baby and papers are signed stating 
there will be no emotional involvement between them.· She then moves in 
with Reynolds and gets pregnant. Once this ·happens he feels free to bring 
home his many conquests while D' Angelo .looks on broken-hearted. 
Reynolds also feels he has the right to completely contrQl D'Angelo's 
whole lifestyle until his child is born. He monitors her diet and makes her 
run behi~d his moped until she appears to be a new recruit at basic training. 
Tlu:ough all this mess D'Angelo manages to be the only bright spot. Her 
childlike innocence and romantic personality are charming. 
Although director David Steinberg did not write "Paternity," it has an 
all-too-familiar sound of his "Tonight Show" guest host monologues. 
As dull as Steinberg's first attempt at directing is, the . reason 
"Paternity~' fails re~ts solely on the shoulders of Burt Reynolds. What 
could have been a wonderful opportunity to comment on an alternative to 
the slowly dissolving family unit in America falls flat. 
Essen und drinken· in der 
cafeteria. J a, Oktoberfest ist 
here, · und Gus "The 
Burgermeister" and his eight-
piece oompah band vill be at der· 
cafeteria for a nicht of singing 
und drinking und carrying on. 
Tickets for the Germa.n food 
sampler (in addition to the usual 
fare) are $4 for non-food card 
students. Beer is extra, und if you 
vant beer, )".OU vill bring your Ip 
card, nein~ - ·' 
Muffy, darling, everyone will be 
there ... we mean the 2nd Annual 
Costume Ball at the Dubsdread 
Restaurant & Lounge. Tell Mm.~­
my it's sponsored by · .the 
Southern Ballet Theat~e, and 
tickets are a mere $6.50, so if you 
could just get a teeny little ad-
vance on this week's allowance ... 
The Ball is Halloween night, the 
31st, from 9 p~m. to 2 a.m. And 
Muffy, wouldn't it just be to die if · 
we went as a big alligator with a 
little human on our shirt.? For 
more info: 843-2424 or 894-0i3a. 
The brightest, best and only 
production .of the UCF theatrical 
season opens Friday, .Oct. 29. -
"Little Mary Sunshine," a spoof 
of American o~rettas directed by . 
Frances Johnson, will be staged 
at 8 p.m. nightly, Oct. 29-31,. N~v. 
5-7, and Nov. 13·14. General ad· 
mission is $4, senior citizens $2, 
and UCF students free with ID. 
For reservations · and info: 
275-2681. 
The Southern Ballet Theatre 
opens their Professional Dance 
Series with two performances of 
Delibes' -"Coppelia," · the tale of 
Franz and Swanilda, lovers who 
are separated when Franz falls for 
a beautiful mechanical doll 
created by the Dr. Coppelius. The 
ballet opens with a .,special 
The Central Florida premiere of 
the play "The Elephant Man" 
will be at the Fine Arts Theatre of 
. Seminole Community College in 
Sanford. This exicting play 
featured David Bowie and Mark 
Hamill in the lead role on Broad-
way. Though based on the life of 
John Merrick, the play is not the 
same as the . film of that name. 
Performances are Oct. 28-31, at 8 
p.m. and Nov: 1, at 2 p.m. Tickets 
for students are $1.50. Call SCC 
at 323·1450. 
Noel Paul Stookey-former~y of 
Peter Paul and Mary-will appear 
with the Bodyworks ·Band at the 
First Presbyterian Church of 
Orlando on Saturday, Oct. 24. For 
ticket info: 423-3441. 
mat4Jee performance on· Oct. 14, 4 
p.m. Tickets are $6 for adults, $3 
for students. Another perfor-
mance follows on the 15th at 8 
p.m. at the Bob Carr Performing 
Arts Centre. For ticket informa· 
tion, call the SBT box office at 
896-5970, or the Bob Carr box of-
fice at 849-2363. 
The debut of the nuw UCF String 
Quartet will be Sunday, Oct.18 in 
the rehearsal hall. The 3:30 p.m. 
recital is of the works of Brahms 
and Ravel. Sabina Micarelli 
(violin) and James Higgins (cello) 
from UCF's inusic department 
and Lillian Teplitsky' (violin) and 
Barbara Morrell (viola) of the 
Florida Symphony Orchestra 
comprise the quartet. The $2 ad-
mission goes to the university's 
music scholarship fund. 
An opening r~ception for Area Ar· 
tists I-the first in a series featur-
ing some of Central Florida's 
finest artists-will be held at 7 
p:m. Oct. 9, at Creal~e Fine Arts 
Gallery. The exhibit will be open 
to the public from noon to 5 p.m. 
weekdays through October. For · 
more info: 671-1886. 
·Winter Park didn't put the 
festive in festival, but it's deter-
mined to keep it there. The 
Autumn Art Festival on Rollins' 
campus (Saturday and Sunday, 
Oct. 10 and 11).should be a s~tis­
fying weekend of entertainment 
even for art unenthusiasts. 
Jazz band Clean Machine kicks 
off the entertainment at noon 
Saturday, followed by a dance 
recital by Ballet Royal, an Orlan· 
do troupe. After · the 3 p.m. 
awards ceremony, Latin jazz 
group Big Bamboo will play from 
4 to 5 p.m. 
On Sunday, New Orleans Ex-
press will play Dixieland Jazz 
from noon until 1 p.m." "The 
Clubhouse Kids," a young theater 
group, performs at 1 p.m., follow-
ed by Rosie O'Grady's · Scottish 
Highlanders and Scottish danc· 
ing at 2 p.m_ · 
Yes, but is it art? Seventy-five 
of the state's finest artists will be 
displaying their work somewhere 
in and around the pipers, the 
players, the concession stands, 
the jazzmen, the spectators and 
· th:e merely lost. 
Those interested in discovering 
how so many will do so much with 
so little space are advised that the 
festival hours are 9 to 5 p.m. 
Saturday, and noon to 5 Sun 
day. · · 
Clean Machine, - the popular 
local . jazz band, will follow up 
their Art Festival engagement 
with a free concert in the gazebo 
at Pine Castle Center for the Arts, 
Sunday, Oct. 1_1, 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. 
• • DAIL Y'HAPPY HOUR 
11 AMto7 PM· 
2-FOR-1 DRINKS 
$1 OFF ON PITCHERS 
• • 
• • 
• • • • • • 
••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • 
• • 
: .$10FF . ! 
MONDAY 0 ••••••••• 
•Big Screen Football 
•Quart Night $1. 75 
TUESDAY•••••••••• 
•Drink or Drown 
8PMto 12PM 
Girls $3/Guys $5 
All You Can Drink! 
. WEDNESDAY•••••.••• 
•25¢ Bar Drinks & 
25¢ Drafts 
7PMtolOPM 
THURSDAY••••••••• 
•Ladies Night _ 
3 Free Drinks for Ladies 
SUNDAY•••••••••••• 
•Drink or Drown 
8 PM to 12 PM 
Girls $3/Guys $5 
All You Can Drink! 
O~LANOO, ·FLA. 
• • • 
·:CONCERTS: 
•• • ~ .WITH 
,i UCF I.D. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • · 
• . . - . 
••••••••••••••••••••••• •• • • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
c ·ONCERTS 
PAPA · 
JOHN CREACH 
OCTOBER10 
RICK.NELSON 
.OCT·OBER 14 
LACY J. DALTON 
OCTOBER2i. 
LEON RUSSELL 
OCTOBER31 
BOBBY BARE 
NOVEMBER4 
EDGAR WINTER 
. NOVEMBERS 
' 
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Aged Bond a bad blend 
by Lee Elliott . 
Entertainment editor 
License Renewed 
by John Gardner 
Page9 
The latest post/Ian Fleming James Bond novel owes more to the silly 007 
films than it does to the orl~al stories. 
Unlike Fleming, author John Gardner seems unduly impressed with the 
''gee-whiz'' gadgetzy of Q section: lasers, night.scopes and lighters filled 
Concert set for reflecting pond · with potent sleeping gas. · Bond's revival is clumsily handled. Due to the social and political climate 
of the day, the double-0 prefix has been retired. Bond is no longer licensed 
by Julie Gatrell 
Future staff 
The Florida Symphony Orchestra, 
directed by Alfred Savia, will appear 
in a concert Saturday evening at 
UCF. 
The concert is being presented as 
a "Moms and Pops Symphony 
Under the Stars" and is dedicated to 
the parents of UCF studeuts. This 
outdoor concert will be held beliJnd 
the Administration Building around 
the reflecting pond.at 8 p.m. 
The pops-style concert is the first 
of what could become an annual 
event on campus. 
Tickets are $5._00 and can be pur-
to kill in the line of duty ... but an exception has beei;i made for his new adver-
chased at the Student Center and sary, Anton Murik. 
the Adminstration Building, Room Murik is the perfect shallow screen villain. He is extorting bil}.ions of 
305, or at the Florida Symphony of- dollars from ·various governments by threatening to engineer a China 
fice, 320 N. Magnolia. Proceeds will Syndrome-type meltdown in strategically located nuclear plants. 
go ~ the UCF music dept. and the Gardner has a superficial grasp of what makes a 007 story, but his writing 
Flonda Symphony. . style is in the brisk, unadorned manner of a Hardy Boys adventure. He 
The concert wa~ made possi~le lacks Fleming's touch for creating a mood of real menace, or evoking a sense 
when Alan Starling of Starling of time and place. Gardn'er spouts geographical and culinary trivia as if he 
Chevrolet purchased a Symph~ny has just crammed for a pop quiz on worldliness. 
concert through the PESO auction 
and donated it to UCF. This con- But the largest credibility gap comes from updating Bond. The cool man 
cert is the season opener for the with the big gun belongs to the Cold War Mentality of the '50s and late '60s 
Symphony and will feature the like Philip Marlowe belongs to seedy 1930s Los Angeles. 
music of Brahms, Dvorak, Ger- Replacing Bond's Bentley with a modified, gas-saving Saab is a blow to 
shwin, Anne Murray and others. the Bond mystique, and a sad reminder that Bond--now somewhere in his 
Parking is free on either side of the fifties--must also conserve what little energy he has left. 
Administration Building. Food and 
drink will be available for purchase. (''License Renewed'' was loaned from B. Dalton, Bookseller.) 
THE' HAIR SHOP 
Precision Style.Cut $7.00 
DR. JOHN J.\flAMMERLI 
OPTOMETRIST 
10509 E. Colonial Dr. 
(Winn Dixie Centet) 
UNION PARK 
Full Service Salon 
Walk-Ins Welcome 
282-17~ 
Daily 9-5 & Thurs. til S-
VISION EXAMINATIONS• FRAMES & LENSES 
CONTACT LENSES 
10279 E. Colonial Dr. Union Park 273-7370 
r-.-.----------------------.._. --·-· -·-. ----·~ -~ . . . ~ 
! c~s~ l~ I 
I Pizzeria """"~ Rist~raqte I i . '. - . ~ ~ Hwy~ 50Just West Of Alafaya Tr.- i 
f (Fairway Shopping Center) I ) ! 2~2-4242 
) M~N •. -TH~~l:OOAM·11:00PM 
~ FRI. & S&f. ll:OOAM·l:OOAM 
I SUNDAY 1:00PM-10:00PM·. BEER~& WINE . ~AVAILABLE ·. 
~~..__...wrtt ....... ~•·.,,.. ..... ~~._.. 
CASI\ M1i ' 
~rl1"+-~ 
LARGE PIZZA 
FOR 
PRICE OF 
MEDIUM 
1.1 a.m. • ·:3 p·.lli. 
EXPIRES: oc1:-is,' 1981 
rtRED OF .BEING SNOWED 
. BY SHOE SALESMEN POSING AS AUDIO EXPERTS?. 
THEN IT'S TIME TO VISIT THE SPEAKERSHOP FOR A 
DOSE OF FACT INSTEAD OF FICTION. 
SPEAKER SYSTEMS-
• KITS•CABINETS 
• X-OVERS• DRIVERS 
•COMPLETE SYSTEMS 
•REPAIRS ON ALL BRANDS 
WHILE YOU WATCH 
e 50 FEET WEST OF THE e 
WINTER PARK SINK HOLE 
'1019 W. FAIRBANKS AVE. 
WINTER PARK? FL. 
1 BLK. EAST OF 17-92 
628-1735 
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The Future would like to change 
its name. It no longer seems ap· 
proporiate since Dr. Colbourn mov· 
ed in and changed the school from 
Florida Technological University to 
the University of Central Florida. · 
(Florida Technological Univer.sity 
and the FuTUre, get it? Bet you 
stayed up nights wondering about 
that one.) 
Please enter the name change con-
test by filling out the form below 
and dropping it by the office or mail-
ing it to: Future(?), Box 2500.0, 
Orlando, 32816. 
The contest prize? Why the 
notoriety, uh, distinction of course. 
Future(?) Name Change·-------------
Name ___ ,__ _______ _._ ________________ _ 
Address ___ .._ _______________ _,_ ____ ___ 
Phone Number _ _.... _____ _ 
Thursday, .Friday & Saturday Night 
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 
WITH 
CHA LA co· 
Country Western•Country ·Rock 
•Top 40• . 
Cover 
' OPEN7DAYS 
SUNDAY-WEDNESDAY 11TILL12 
THURSDAY-SATURDAY 11 tlLL2 
'NOW SERVING BREAKFAST 6:30-11:00 AM 
Ham, Roast Beef, Turkey., Swiss Cheese $2 .. 05 
JASON DELUXE 
Ham, Turkey, Cotto Salami, Provolone Cheese 
HOAG IE . 
ROAST BEEF (Available in Brat Jr.) 
HAM'N CHEESE (Available in Brat Jr.) 
CORNED BEEF (Available in Brat. Jr.) 
REUBEN . 
Corned Beef, Swiss Cheese, S~uerkraut 
TURKEY (Available in Brat Jr.) 
PASTRAMI Smoked & ~picy 
CHICKEN FILLET 
KIELBASA . 
SALAMI 
CHEESE SANDWICH 
SALAD BAR 
PLATTER 1.94 BOWL · 1.35 
MUCH MUCH ~MORE 
s2.oo r-- COUPON .--1 
:t;: 150' OFF I s1:ss. I I 
$1-:95 I ·ANY REGULAR I 
. I SANDWICH OR I 
$2.20 SALAD PLATTER 
$1.85 I WITH THIS COUPON. I 
$1.85 I . YOU MAY 1 
$1.65 I PURCHASE UP TO I 
$1.,5 I 3 SANDWICHES WITH I 
$1.70 THIS SINGLE 
$1.70 I COUPON EXPIRES I I . . OCT. 19, 1981 ' I __ .... ______ _. 
DINE IN PH. 331 ·4241 OR CARRY OUT 
990 Semoran at Red _Bug Road 
NEXT TO BIG 10 TIRE STORE 
CASSELBERRY, FLA. 32707 
Because you are special to us ... 
.-.. we are offering a SPECIAL for YOU! 
Aristocrat \\\ 
(Nextto Record Reef) \\.,P\: -
UNIVERSITY SQUARE . 
CALL671-HAIR -Designs 
----------------------------$ 4. 000 FF 
CUT & STYLE ONLY 
WITH COUPON 
MON-FRI ONLY 
(Offer Good Through 10/23/8 H 
----------------------------Walk in or . Appoin~ent 
THE PERMANENT WAVE CO. 
1900 MURDOCK BLVD. UNION PARK 
8 Ill PHONE 275-59~0 
QI E 
;> t'O· 
tO "'" ~ "'O Union Park 
c c Now we 
have an 
electron le 
system to 
give you 
QI te Shopping 
c: i: 
'° QI Plaza e .D 
... e • QI ::I 
0.. u 
* • 
Murdock Rd. 
North 
..... 
I~ 
f. ) 
J 
~-...- · .. :; 
a perfe.ct 
perm. 
Recognized by Teddy Ulma and the 
Institut~ of Advanced Hair Styling 
Offering the new SPIRAL PERM for young adults 
.- PERMANENTWAVE ............... .. .-~ ... $12.50 
HAIR CUT ...................................... $3.00 
SHAMPOO & SET .......................... $4.00 
EL~CTRONIC COMPUTERIZED PERM ... $25.00 
(1) Curly Look Permanent~ (2) Soft Wave Permanent, or . 
(3) Wash & Wear Permanent· 
1NAR TREK I/ AVG# IN 11188()TT C-t()J"TE!!() 
1808 ll()PE ·, WMOll TRAIN ·,.JAMB' CARNER 
1/JfJN~M(}KE dW///IJllT ?01/E I R/t'llAR/J 8()()NE . 
I t'ANNON I {)f)N R/t'K! u I .JfJllNllY t'AR$'fJN 
1N/1'()N 1CETfMART 1llOIJAN~ llEROB' 
11:tJitJ/E #AWN , BEAT/U , /JftK VAN /JYKE 
1Wt l(E//J~ 1~AMNY !Jlfrl~ 1RfJNlfitJ ~E.41JlfN 
, c/At'K BENNY I RE/J fKE/ TOii I 8()Rf ~KAR/OH . 
ITV llEW-f . I()/{) M()Yfff tt'RA?Y t()MHERt/A/~ 
l:m, . I 'U! '!fM.'.!Wld ~ 1Ui!1!ifW 1:11 :.r lli;11!1! :! rn 
THE SCENES THEY WOULDN'T 
DARE SHOVV ON TELEVISION! 
• 
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About Face! 
They scale the walls of the univer-
sity buildings. They march around 
and they play "games". 'J;'hey get 
paid to do these things. 
· The 230 cadets of Army ·and Air 
Force ROTC are . in training · to 
become officers in the ·national arm-
ed forces, studying the ins and outs 
of military history and discipline. 
Marching tactics and war 
maneuvers are practiced as well. 
Cadets are offered incentives to 
join ROTC, including scholarships 
and financial awards. 
Thirty-eight of the cadets in Army 
and Air Force ROTC are. women. 
Army Cad.et Captain Karen 
Williams said, ''The women are 
. treated the same as the men, 
although I think it's a little harder 
physically on the women." 
"My basic reason for joining is 
that I'm trying to get them to pay 
for law school,'' Cadet Captain 
Williams , said, "but it's also a 
chance to learn a lot of leadership.'' 
Air Force Cadet Kenn Baker sum-
med up ROTC: "Even if you're not 
·going into the military, it helps 
develop discipline." 
·, Story by Liz Poole 
Photos by Brian LaPeter 
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'I joined to serve my 
country. We have 
pledged our lives to 
protect the way of life 
in the Uriited States. ' 
Executive Officer Tim Raney 
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ING SOON 
' 
Start the year right. Take Command of your future, your /ffe, 
and your m·oney. The first two are up to you, but ComBanks 
can help with the ~hird ... your money. 
Combanks' Command 24 card puts you in command of your 
money 24 hours a day, seven days a week. You can make a 
deposit or withdrawfll at any convenient ComBank location . 
.. : You can even verify your checking account balance. 
CoruB~f(s is a full service bank that can help you with your 
· itinancial needs. Checki!Jg and Savings accounts. Loans. 
. , , ·'saf<f Deposit boxes. Anclinore. Visit your nearby Com Bank 
, . :. -,\·.~:1;J::'0 .' location today. lsn:'t i~ t~tne for you to take command? 
... ... ·~; .~ . : . 
West of 
dministration Building, 
adjacent to the 
parking lot. 
Com 
Bank 
Member FDIC 
. . 
.,-
.. . 
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SPORTS 
Ryerson boots tw~; defense kicks Miles 
by Marty Fisher 
Future staff "Our offense made a lot of 
mistakes that hurt, but they moved 
the ball up and down the field real 
The UCF football defense has pro- well. We turned over the ball inside 
ven all season that it can come up the 20 yard line twice in the first half 
with the big plays when it needs and that h\irt us. We moved 'the ball 
th~m. All the offense has to do is real well, but not into the end zone." 
spot ~t a few points for good measure Led by senior Mike McCrary, the 
and the defense will do the rest. µCF offense was able to string 
Saturday night .in the Tangerine together 285 yard~ in total yardage. 
Bowl, the Knight defense, aided by McCrary tur:ned in the best perfor-
two Scott Ryerson field goals, shut mance of his short three-game role 
out Miles College, 6-0, before . a as starting quarterback, completing 
disappointing crowd of 6,320. 17 of 33 aerial attempts for 193 
The win is the second in two weeks yards and three interceptions. The 
for UCF, which has recovered from a · passes moved the offense deep into 
shaky s~rt to ev~n its record at 2-2. Miles' territory, ·but turnovers, a 
The loss drops Miles to 0-3-1. on the . recurring problem for UCF, killed 
season. promising drives. 
The stingy Knight defense allow- Midway through the second 
ed the Golden Bears only 60 yards quarter McCrary and running back 
the entire night, including an in- John Muldoon had moved all the 
credible three total yards in these- way down to the .Bears' one yard 
cond half. line; On second-and-two the call 
Defensive tackle Ed Gantner led went to Muldoon to bring the ball 
the UCF charge, coming up with two · around the right end. Just as he 
brutal sacks on the only serious reached the six-inch line, the ball 
drive Miles could muster. Gantner, - popped loose into the waiting hands 
who is still recuperating from pre- of cornerback ·Henry Allen. Allen 
season injuries, was named the grabbed the ball, scooted up the 
game's Most Valuable.Player. sideline, and appeared to break free 
"Before the game I figured that if en . route to a score. Luckily for 
we could score seven points we could UCF, Allen stepped ou~ of bounds 
·win," said an obviously elated coach on his own 13 yard line. 
Don Jonas as his team celebrated in In the closing· seconds of the first 
the background. "Todd Goodyear, half With UCF deep in Bear ter-
one of our defensjve c·oaches, told me ritory, th~ usually reliable. Muldoon 
if we could get him three points the fumbled another drive away on the 
defense would do the rest. He was 13 yard line, sending both teams to 
right because the defense did a the locker rooms in· a 0-0 deadlock. 
helluva job shutting them down." Ryerson finally broke the 
Knights roll _rival t~rs 
in conference rematch. 
by Jose A. ~ajardo 
Future staff 
The UCF soccer team avenged 
its Sunshine State Tournament 
loss to· Rollins by subduing the Tars· 
2-0 Saturday in a most exciting, 
physical ganie. 
"We finally settled down and 
play~ our game" explained assis-
tant coach Dang Pibulvech. They 
did play their game by dominating 
the Rollins offense with superb 
Knight defense . 
UCF score breaking loose down the 
·left side, -beating the defender, and 
hitting a line drive that went off the 
keeper into the net. 
UCF managed to avert any fur-
ther Rollins threats to retain the 
shutout. 
Before time expired,, Ron;,· Fran-
cois fell near the Tars net and 
twisted his knee. 
After the game, Rick Bran-
tincevic, the UCF goalkeeper ·who 
had 7 saves, said, ''We needed this 
victory. 'There . is~'t reason fo~ us 
not to be undefeated." 
Still, it was the UCF offense that 
overwhelmed the Tars. Even 
though the score was only' 2-0, UCF 
had a lot of opportunities that were .In other soccer news, the .. UCF 
lost to either wild shots, goc d Tars Lady Knights maintained their 
defensive play or excellent goalie perfect record by destroying the 
saves. University of Florida, 14-0. 
. The first UCF score eame within The Lady Knights have so far 
th6 last 15 minutes of the first half. kept their record unblemished. by 
Rony Francois broke down the mid- outscoring their opponents 49-0, 
die and took a shot that was saved · a 16.3 goal average per .game. 
by a falling goalkeeper; however, The long list of ~cores was as 
the goalkeeper couldn't hang on to follows: Nancy Lay. scored 4, Kris 
the ball, and Rony stripped it away, Caicedo,- Nancy Buonpane and Pam 
gently placing it in the net. Baughman each had two, while 
Before the first halt expired, Rony Kathy Mulgueeny, Donna Laboran- · 
Francois, who .was probably playing ti, Cindy Clippinger, and Mary 
his best game of this season, had Varas t3ach tallied one. 
two more chances for goals but his "They're just alot of talent/' ex-
attempts were stopped °by excellent pla~ned Dang Pibulvech, ''They 
saves by the Rollins keeper. hav~ skill levels ~of the guys (male 
UCF came on strong again in the soccer team.)." 
second half limiting the Tars to only. 
7 shots, while taking 1 7 t.hemselv~s. 
George Vrban made the second 
Th~Lady Knights face a tough op-
ponent Oct. 20 in 4th ranked North 
Carolina. 
~ • • ""' .f< " ,• 
l. t t 1. t • • • I • ' ' , • ' ' , ~ " .. · .. 
Mike BrachTFuture 
Ed Gantner is the happy Knight in the crowd with the football in UCF's 
6-0 win oyer Miles. Reggie Garth (66) and Glenn' Whelpley join in the 
celebration. · 
deadlock with seven minutes left in 
the third quarter, hitting a 28-yard 
field goal into a 20 m.p.h. wind. 
UCF had the only points it would 
need. Ryerson added another ·three 
points early in the fourth quarter 
with a 33-yard field goal, this time 
with the brisk breeze blowing at his 
back. 
Almost a year ago to the. day, 
Miles played UCF to an 11-11 
deadl~k· with a last-minute play 
that caught the Knights ~ompletely 
off guard. 
Tomorrow night, UCF takes on 
Savannah State. Last year the . 
Knights were sent on the long bus 
ride back to Orlando suffering from 
a 44-0 loss. This year, Jonas thhks 
tHngs will be different. 
"Thl.s week m practice we'll have a 
sign that just says "44-0" taped tO 
the wall," said Jonas. "I'm sure that 
will be all the reminder the team will 
need to be ready for that game." 
Kickoff time for the game. i_s 7:30. 
Question remai·ns the same: 
where· are all UCF's-fans? _ 
by Marty Fisher 
Euture staff 
After a lot of agonizing thought, I 
have come to the conclusion that 
some qu.estions aren't meant to be 
answered. . 
The question that has defied an 
answer, though asked by many UCF 
coaches countless times in the p_ast, 
has to be "Where are the fans and 
why do. they stay away?'' 
Commentary 
Think about it for a moment. 
Florida is supposed to· be a football 
state. Fan interest in the game ~s 
reached epidemic proportions. High 
school football teams play to three 
·and four thousand fans on a regular 
basis. People attending these games 
include alumni, studehts, parents, 
t.eachers, .and interested local 
residents. 
Here is the University with over 
13,000 currently enrolled students 
and thousands of alumni living in 
the area, yet the team whose sport is 
so revered in the state can't draw 
moths to the Tangerine Bowl lights. 
Something is horribly wrong. · 
This year Don Jonas, Sammy 
Weir, and · the whole Knight 
organization have put together an 
exciting show for the 1981 edition of 
"Saturday Knights Live." You 
don't have to be a football fan to like 
what they've got. 
It can't be ticket prices. At $4 for 
non-UCF students and· three bucks 
for students, the price. is about ~he 
same as a movie. 
A glance ~ound the T-Bowl on 
any Saturday night · shows just a 
sprinkling of faculty members and 
university personnel. 
A few fraternities can be seen 
regularly at tl:ie borne games, but 
their numbers dwindle every week. 
This year is a crucial year in the 
development of the Knight football 
program. It is supposed to be the 
last season of Division III play for 
UCF, which hopes to move up to 
Division II status and· ·scholarship • 
1ligibility. This would mean more 
quality players, more action, and 
hopefully more winning. But thm·e 
'is a big IF involved. This can hap-
pen IF the attendance figures are 
there to warrant such a move. At 
this point, the figures are n;ot eve~ 
~lose to what is needed . . 
Right now it is time for UCF 
· students, faculty members, .and 
members of the Central Florida com-
munity ·to make up its collective 
mind to either support the program 
or forget it entirely. 
"Satutday Knights" can only be 
live if they receive a YE'S vote of ap-
proval. Attendance is 'your way to 
vote. . 
Maybe then we'll have a few less 
qu~stions to answer around here. 
. ,•, " ,,. 
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by Elizabeth Perkins 
Future staff 
The UCF wrestling team is hit-
ting the mats in preparation for 
what could be one of the best 
seasons yet; 
N.ewcoach 
starts drills-
for wrestlers 
This will be Mike Aspeci' s first 
year as head coach after assisting 
the team for two years. "I'm in 
the driver's seat now," he said. 
Aspeci has been wrestling for 
more than tlve years and has cap-
tured many titles. Among them 
are the New York Junior College 
Championship and the Florida 
State Wrestling Championship, 
which he has won three times. 
Aspeci has high aspiratioQs for 
the squad, which finished with a 
5-7 record last year and placed se-
cond in the South-East Regional 
Tournament. Not enly will he not 
settle for anything less than a 
winning season, but he also ex-
pects to take the Southeast 
Regional title this year. He is 
also planning on at least five of 
·Reward -Wanted-
•Passports 
•License . 
•I.D. 
•Color& B/W 
STUDENTS 
•Individuals 
•Couples 
•Groups 
•Compt>sits 
•Weddings 
•Dances & Parties 
. 10% DISCOUNT WITH I.D. CARD 
F otographic Services 
1'809 East Colonial Drive 896-2050 
·IF YOU LIKE BANKING 
MADE EASY 
YOU'LL. LOVE US 
The Citizens Bank of Oviedo is 
located just minutes from the 
u.c.F. campus. We have spacious 
parking, fast drive in tellers and 
two· CITIZENS 24 HR automated 
tellers In Oviedo and at u.c.F. in 
the new A.T.M. building. All to 
make banking easy for you. 
Everything you will ever 
need from a Full service Bank is 
yours at .... 
• 
YOUR FRIENDLY 
156 GENEVA DRIVE• P.O. BOX 729 •OVIEDO, FLORIDA 32765 
·® MEMBER FDIC (305) 365-6611 
his wrestlers to qualify and place 
in the NCAA national champion-
ships and for the team to place in 
the top ten nationwide. 
Practice started Tuesday with 
about 30 wrestlers on the roster. 
All the weight classes are opan 
and Aspeci said he feels they 
"will have to prove themselves 
and try out for the spots in the 
next two months.'' 
Aspeci feels that this will be an 
outstanding season because of 
the amount of potential talent the 
team possesses. · . 
Among the retlirning members, 
Aspeci expects to see a lot out of 
Bart Biddle. Biddle, who com· 
petes in the 177-pound weight 
class, sat out last year because of 
a broken arm. Aspeci will also ex-
pect results from Brian Parker, 
unlimited, and Ron Miller, 158, 
who both went to nationals last 
year. Other outstal]!fing return-
ing wrestlers are ¥ajmoud Ken· 
nard and Tony Asj>eci. . Freshman 
Paul Wins~on 118 _will be ·giving 
his best this year after placing in 
the state championships in high 
school. Other wrestlers to watch 
out for are John Skelly (142) and 
Nelson Nickels (126), both 
transfer students from Brevard 
CC, along with Joey Aspeci (134) 
and Herb Savage (190). 
The season begins with the 
traditional UCF Alumni Wrestl· 
ing match. The first regular 
season home match will be 
December 7 against Hiram Col-
lege of Ohio. Aspeci feels that the 
toughest matches will be the two 
Clemson Tiger tournaments 
because of the Division I competi· 
ti on. 
Helping Aspeci out with the 
coaching this · year are John 
Myers and Trey Baker, who were 
the co-captains of the team last 
year. Also assisting is Mitch 
Sirota. Aspeci said the extra help 
and renewed interest in wrestling 
at UCF can .do a lot for the pro· 
gram. 
Reconditioned Radiaton hi Stoek 
For Most Panenler Cars 
"LOW PRICES" 
"FREE" TRANSPORTATION 
. -IN UCFAREA 
RADIATOR SPECIALISTS 
MASTER CHARGE • VISA • AMERICAN EXPRESS 
275-9327 10662 E. Cololial Dr. Union Park 
YORKTOWN l 781-1981 
The Army at Yorktown,1781 
"Spirit of Victory" . 
If you're looking for a challenge, 
look to Army ROTC and find out what. 
excitement is all about. You'll get the 
mental and physical challenges provided 
by Army ROTC adventure training pro-
grams ... orienteering, survival training, 
white water raft trips, and a lot of other 
sports you've probably never tried before. 
Army ROTC .. .live with a challenge. 
Army R.O.T.C. Fri. 16 Oct., 1981 
Formal retreat, in front of the Admin. Bldg. 
4:30P.M. ARMY ROTC 
LEARN WHAT 
ITT AKES TO LEAD Join "U.S." for Army Day. lZ & 13 NOVEMBER 1981 
Just look around the lawn of the 
Engineering Bldg. for lots of 
"green" people with. all types of 
green vehicles and eq~ipment! For More Information Contact: 
MAJOR JAMES D. HORNADAY 
University of Central Florida 
Orlando, Florida 32816 
(305)275-2430 
• 
'-
• 
,.. 
.. 
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Ski club finishes fourth, 
prepares to host tourney 
by Vince Cotroneo 
Spom editor 
In the first annual Southern 
Region team trials at Groveland, the 
UCF ski team was thwarted in its 
attempt to reach the nationals by. 
two conference rivals. 
Although there isn't Sunshine 
State Conference competition in sld.-
ing, the Knights lost out in their bid 
to Rollins and· Florida Southern. 
UCF placed fourth in the competi-
tion behind. the University of 
Florida. 
Despite placing fourth, UCF did 
beat out four other . teams in the 
tournament. 
Because of their performance, 
Rollins and Florida Southern will 
represei;it the Southern Region in 
the nationals held Oct. 17 and 18 in 
San Diego. 
Tomorrow, the UCF squad will 
travel to Tampa for the inter- · 
collegiate tourney hosted by . the 
University of . South Florida. · Ten 
schools in UCF's division · are ex-
pected to compete. 
The fall season comes to a close 
Nov. 7 and 8 when ·ucF hosts the 
third annual UC~ Intercollegiate 
Tournament held at Lake Whippor-
will. All Florida schools will be par-
ticipating in the competition. 
.Rollins was paced by Mike · Ski club members will continue to 
Morgan, who set a new National In- work out until the fall season com-
tercollegiate jump record of 147 feet mences around the beginning of 
off a five foot ramp at a2 mph. March. 
···-------------~---·--···· I I 
I · .10% OFF TO UCF STUDENTS WITH THIS AD I . 
I I 
I •TIRES FOR CARS, TRUCKS, VANS AND MOTORCYCLES I 
I •CASH AND CARRY WHOLESALE TO PUBLIC I 
I •MICHELIN AND AURORA RADIALS FOR IMPORT CARS I 
·• •JETZON-GENERAL·TYGAR FOR VANS, LIGHT TRUCK$ AND'VW'S I 
I •FORMULA MOTORCYCLE TIRES· LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN I 
•MOUN-TING AND BALANCING AVAILABLE .. I I 
I I 
I CAPERILLA DISCOUNT TIRE COMPANY. I I 1· 
I 615 FERGUSON DRIVE - I 
I . · · ORLAN
29
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Italian Restaurant & Pizza 
12309 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, Florida 
(lA ~ILE EAST OF QUALITY INN ON THE LEFT) 
COME FOR THE BEST ITALIAN 
COOKING ·& PIZZA IN TOWN 
AND RECEIVE A 10% DISCOUNT 
WITH YOUR UCF l.D. CARD 
"You really haven't tasted lta.lian Food until you try us." 
WE SPECIALIZE IN TAKE-OUT ORDERS . 
Delight Yourself CALL 
By Trying Our: · . 
·Salads, Spaghetti, R~violi, 2 7 3-3 6 31 
Lasagna. Manicotti, Calzone. 
Steak Hamburgers. Subs, 
Sicilian & Na olitan Pizza 
* 
lucF I. 
-CS:: HIGHWAY 50 
·> 
-cs:: 
""' -cs:: ~ 
-CS:: UCF BLVD. 
WE HAVE 10UR PARTS _ 
CHEAP 
10% 
(STUDENT DISCOUNT) 
• J 568-2156 
AUTO SALVAGE BROKERS 
USED· AUTO PARTS 
24 "OUR TOWING 
BUY JUNK CARS 
TOM'S BODY SHOP 
BODYWORK 
PAINTING 
RUST 
in AWA'tA UCF a~ 
·• j; 
Iii • 
For· the fun-of it ... 
The annual Intramural Cross 
Country Meet will be held on 
Thursday, October 15, on the 
UCF campus. Individual and 
team (max 5 runners) entries are 
due at the Recreational Services 
Office by Wednesday, October 14. 
The race, scheduled to start at 
5:30 P.M. on the service road next 
to the new tennis courts, is ap-
proximately 2 miles for the men· 
and one mile for the women. 
There is no charge for the r~ce 
and T-shirts are awarded to the 
winning teams and individuals. 
Doug Cohen defeated Robert 
Long 6·2, 3-6, 1-1 (default) in a 
hard fought finals of the UCF In-
tramural Men's Singles Tennis 
Championships last Saturday. 
This match capped an exciting 
two days of top quality tennis ac-
tion in a strong 19 man field. 
Debbie Davis captured the 
women's title. 
In the men's doubles, which 
was completed on Friday evening, 
the "faculty duo of Dick Hunter 
(P.E.) and Frank Bondurant 
(Management) put away the . 
Pages brothers, Luis and Mario, 
6-2, 6-1 -to claim the title. Chris 
Hall and Mary Alice ·Boes won 
the women's title in straight sets 
over Maggie Carreja and Debbie 
Davis. · 
At the end of three weeks of 
play .Kappa Sig, Pike I, and ATO 
remain undefeated and share the 
top spot in the Fraternity Flag 
Football Division. In the Red "In-
dependent Division the Nads and 
the Skirtchasers have th_e only 
unblemished records. 
A dorm entry, the Supersonics, 
lead the women's division on the 
strength of three impressive vic-
tories in three outings. 
NEED AUTO INSURANCE? 
YOU need to call.~. 
FIAT , 
DATSUN 
TOYOTA 
vw 
SUBARU 
1058 W. Fairbanks 
Opposite Sinkhole 
·curs;. 
PERMS 
&COLOR 
fOITllf 
LOOKS 
898-2454 
SAVETHIS 
. SAVETHIS 
.. Show Your Student l.D. And Receive A 10% Discount 
On All Services 
(Not to be used with other discounts} 
D-c"fo/>5} 
Co•maud Perforluanee 
. . 
Complete Hairstyling For Men and Women. 
Winter Park Mall . 534 N. Orlando Ave. Winter Park, Fl. 32789 628-8936 
HOURS M·F 10 to 9 Sat. 9 to 8 Sun.12:30 to 5 
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Shortage-------rrompagea 
the bookstore an estimate of how publisher's office have produced 
many books he will need. The nothing. "You're really at the 
bookstore then orders that amount. publisher's mercy," Stout says. 
In this particular instance, Hosni ''You just keep calling them and 
admits he underestimated the bugging them. This fall has been the 
number of books needed, but claims worst.'' 
that the additional books ordered Hosni speculates that the problem 
are late. might have something to do with 
attitude toward following up. "It 
always seemed to take the instruc-
tor's discovery to find out, then they 
might remedy the problem,'' Eno 
says. " But they didn't see~ to ~e 
concerned.'' 
Maxwell denies the bookstore has 
a "blase attitude." 
· "We have an automatic follow-up 
system,but we have over 1,300 titles 
of boflk!'l, '' Maxwell says. ''These 
things just happen, but nobody's 
perfect.'' 
In the meantime, Hosni says he is 
gearing his tests more toward the 
notes than the books to accom-
modate those students having to do 
without. Hosni says he has also plac-
ed copies of the excerpts being 
studied in the library, but ·admits 
that really isn't enough. 
by Mike Lafferty t'It might have been mailing, but the change to a semester · system. 
definitely it is something else," Professors are used to es"timating 
Hosni says. "When I went to the for quarters, but since classes are be-
bookstore, they said they were very ing offered less often, some are in-
sorry and that they should be in by creasing in size. 
Books-------------from page3 
the end of the week, but that was But Dr. Burton Eno, fon:ner 
three weeks ago." chairman of the mechanical 
According to bookstore employee engineering department, says: 
Nettie Stout, the books were or- "When I was chairman, we always 
dered as soon as Hosni notified them had some kind of problem At least 
of the shortage. "We ordered 23 one instructor didn't get his books 
more books on August 25," says in every quarter." 
Stout. "On September 2, we got Bookstore manager Ian Maxwell 
three books from the publisher. said: "We order what a professor 
When we called the publisher, they asks us to order. If the class over-
·told us they'd re-ship those books at · enrolls, we have to order more." 
their expense. We still don't have Eno said he understands the pro-
the books." blem of over-enrolling, but the the 
Stout said repeated calls to the bookstore seemed to take a "blase 
... :> 
can take a book into the exchange 
and leave it in the hope another stu-
dent will come in looking for that 
particular book. The student selling 
the book has to check in periodical-
ly, and should his book be sold, he 
receives 90 percent of the selling 
price and student government keeps 
10 J>E'rcent. 
But according to an employee of 
the book exchange, only a dozen or 
so books are sol~ per term, and few 
students know it even exists. "It's a 
very inefficient system that's poorly 
run,'' says the employee. 
Which brings students back to 
square one in their search for 
textbooks-the bookstore. 
Bookstore manager Maxwell sees 
a ·positive side to the purchase of 
books during the coll~ge career. "If 
you 're going to be a registered nurse, 
you're going to make your living on 
this book, the same with engineers 
and computer science majors. The~e 
books are going to be their 
livelihood. Students should look at 
this as an ' investment in their 
future." 
F1Ji1Jrfl 
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OPEN BOWLING EVERY 
SATURDAY & SUNDAY 
•SPECIAL GROUP RATES 
• 20 AMF LANES 
•ELECTRONIC GAME ROOM 
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·I BOWL ONE GAME I 
I GET ONE FREE I 
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• 
New Senate 
• sworn 1n 
by Matt Wehe~ 
Future staff 
. Forty-three senators were sworn 
into office as the 14th Student 
Senate convened for the first time 
Tuesday. 
Of the 43 senators, 20 had never 
been in Student Government before. 
Last year's student body ·presi-
dent James Bloilnt returned as the 
student representative of the Board 
of Regents to address the Senate. 
''The role of student leadership 1s 
more important today than perhaps 
it has ever been in our nation's . 
history. You have been elected ·by 
your peers to express the problems 
and concerns that they want you to 
express. Express yourself and make 
youtself known to the students,;, 
Blount said. 
After several speeches the senate 
got down to business and accepted 
nominations for president pro tem-
pore, .the second highest office in the 
senate. 
The pro tempore assumes the role 
of vice president in the vice presi-
dent's absence and is an ex-officio 
member of all standing committees. 
The following people were 
nominated for the office of pro tem-
po re: David Barth·olomew 
·(at-large), Tom Gergora (arts and 
sciences) and Kathleen Johnson 
(business). Elections will be held on. 
Oct. 27. 
During miscellaneous business 
the senate approved' Al Ferguson as 
the senate parliamentarian. 
Ferguson is a member of the 
American Association of Parliamen-
tarians and the Florida Association 
of Parliamentarians. 
The senate will start its session 
with $12,095 in its working fund ac-
count according to a report issued 
by Comptroller Kathy Wingate. 
4908 Lake Underhill l)rlve 
277-3452 
COME DINE WITH US 
AND RECEIVE A 
103 DISCOUNTO.N 
ALL FOOD PURCHASES 
(WITH COUPON) 
NOT IN CONJUNCTION 
WITH ANY SPECIALS 
MONDAY NIGHTS 
Chicken Cacciatore $3.25 
9-12 35¢ 0Taft 
$3.00 Any Pitcher 
(Lounge Only) 
Enjoy Your Favorite Cocktail 
In Our Lou~ge 
BOOK YOUR NEXT PARTY 
AT JOHNNY'S & RECEIVE 
HAPPY HOUR PRICES 
FREE PRIVATE ROOM 
SPECIAL MEAL RA TES 
BANQUET FACILITIES FOR 95 
.__c,!~~-2~~.!~~.2.~-..a 
. - ... - --
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Six of the best tasting beers in the world. 
Free 
One Sample Pack with five deliciously 
different one-cup servings. 
Gratis 
Creamy rich , with an orange twist. 
Gratuit 
Smooth and light, French style. 
.Kostenfrei 
Viennese style, with a touch of cinnamon. 
Sa or 
Delicious. Like a chocolate after-dinner mint . . 
Gratis 
Rich and chbcolatey Swiss. 
ERLANGER 
THE EXCEPTION. 
GENERAl Foods· 
INTERNATiONAl CoffEES 
GENERAi Foods · 
IN1rn~rioNAl CoffE:E:s 
·eqppuccino 
11 ALIAN STYLE INSTANl COFFEE BEVERAGE 
• "'!'. 
, ONE CUP SERVING , ! 
GENrnAl Foods· 
INTERNATioNAL CoffEE:s 
FREN<>i STVLE ~TANT COFFEE BEllERAGE 
ONL CUP SERWJr, 
GENERAi Foods · . 
INIERNATiONAl CoffEEs · 
.CflaAif'enna 
AUSTRIAN STYLE INSTANT COFFEE BEVE11AGE 
..... . ... " . 
ONE· CUP SERVING . 
- . GE NERAl Foods· 
INTERNATiONAl Cofh:E:s 
JrishJ\!CochaJ\!Cint 
IR1SH sme INS-mNT COFFEE BEVERAGE 
GENERAL Foods· 
INJFRNArioNAl CoffEE:s 
~-~--~---------------~ I · Bookstore I 
I HAS YOUR FREE SAMPLE PACK OF GENERAL FOODS-A INTERNATIONAL I COFFEES. CLIP THIS COUPON AND HAVE A TASlE ON US. I Limit-one request per customer. Sample packs are available at your ( ..,~1~ 1111 I 
I college bookstore while supplies last. This offer expires December 15, lL., I 1982. . . . • 11 11~1' 
I If sample pack is not available at your coliege bookstore, I send coupon, along with your name and address, printed on a orNElllLRXlOG 
I 3" x 5" card, to General Foods ' International Coffees Sample I Pack Offer, P.O. Box 4051, Kankakee. Ill. 60902. ! FREE ';e"~'olFood'C°' o<o <onl9'1 . . FREE . ! 
----------------------
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Oginion 
Sadat lived boldly, 
died tragically 
The actions of most leaders flQw 
with the tide of public opinion. Few 
are bold enough to see beyond pre-
judices and hatred · to do w~at is in 
the best interest of their nations. 
Anwar Sadat was such a leader. 
He was a man· who took a 
pragmatic view of what should be 
done for his people. He recognized 
the. need for peace. · 
He had been a Nazi sympathizer 
when to be such was an affirmation 
of Egyptian nationalism against 
British occupation and Zionism. · 
He had been the affective general 
of the Yorn Kippur war in 1973 when 
the meeting ground between Israel 
and the Arab world could only be 
military. 
He was finally the leader ·willing 
to put aside years of bloodshed and · 
hostility to. attempt a· peaceful 
resolution to the war · and · the 
Palestinian tragedy. 
As certain Palestiniap.s and 
Muslims rejoice his murqer, it is 
ironic that they applaud the death of 
a man who did more to elicit 
worldwide sympathy for the Palesti: 
nian cause than a:µy othet-much 
more than political .zealots such as 
Omar Khadafy, Y asir Arafat and 
the Ayatollah Khomeini. 
Unlike such leaders, he saw more 
promise in peace for his people than 
con.tinuing 33 years of bloodshed. 
He was a Nazi sympathizer, a 
revolutionary, a soldier, a public 
relations marvel, a peacemaker and 
a dictator. 
He was a political chameleon. But 
he changed his colors not to cater to 
the voice of public. opinion. He 
changed them because he recognized. 
whe_:ri the time for peace had come. 
A G\J\DE TO 
t NTcR NATtoN·A L 
RoAb · S\bNS 
YI E L-D 
( UPt)~\e~ 
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DM61 
Mike 
Griffin 
Curio.sity killed the cat in Texas this week, and 
human dignity as well. When .a court of law in the 
U.S. will approve the violation of anyone's grave, 
particularly on some half-baked theory offered by 
a publicity seeker, t~e time has come to take a 
good, hard look at ourselves and our society. 
the original that he could fool his own wife. What 
next? A co~gressional investigation into 
mysterious cattle mutilations in the Mid-West? 
How about a Senate inquiry into the .Bermuda 
Triangle? Missing corpses, conspiracies and Rus· 
sian agents make for interesting chi~chat at a 
. cocktail party, but they do not belong in an The exhumation of the body of Lee Harvey. 
.Diggers · unearth 
Oswald, bury · 
Oswald in Dallas on 81,mday reeked of National 
Enquirer sensationalism. The grave opening was 
requested by Oswald's widow, Marina Porter, 
and British author Michael Eddowes who had the 
nerve to express the ludicrous idea that Oswald 
really wasn't Oswald but a Russian spy planted 
American court of Law. 
The sad part of this sordid chapter in_ American 
justice is that it's far from over. There will be 
other theories, other publicity seekers and more 
than enough newspapers to publish sensational 
headlines. · 
to shoot .John F. Kennedy. · The doctors performed Oswald's autopsy to the 
sound .of a thousand X ·ray machines. and cameras. 
in the hopes that questions like this would not 
rise again. They positively identified the remains · 
by comparing Oswald's Marine Corps dental 
charts to that of the Oswal4 shot by Jack Ruby in 
1963 and to the body in the grave. All three mat-
ched. 
Eddowes apparently pulled this "theory" out 
of thin (very, very thin) air because the skeletal 
remains were positively identified as the man who 
allegedly shot John Kennedy. · U.S. court system's. 
reputation 
It is not the theory of Eddowes that I object to. 
I couldn't care less if he thinks a Russian, a 
Mongolian or an alien from outer space 
assassinated Kennedy. What bothers me is that 
the Texas Court of Appeals would lend credibility 
to the ridiculous assumption t~at the Rus·sians 
switched Oswald With a look' alike so much like 
One ·of the first questions asked at the press 
conference concerned the possibility that the 
charts could have been falsified. This only proves 
that "conspiracy mania" is with us to stay. 
Letters 
In response to Sen. Rotter 
Editor: 
One can only with~tand outright deceit for so long; thus, I am compelled 
to comment about Sen. Rob Rotter's letter printed last week. 
I find it interesting to see that Sen. Rotter has had a change of heart (not 
to be taken literally because even the Tin Man couldn't do it before he got to 
Emerald City) and is now boasting that he is the author of the flier. 
If Sen. Rotter is so proud of his work, then why didn't he put his name on 
it instead of hiding in cowardice behind the Committee for Responsible 
Leadership, a committee that for all pragmatic pui:poses doesn't even exist? 
Rob, if you are so determined to make sure UCf students are adequately 
informed, then why didn't you add the following: 
1: Yes, the flier was approved by the Elections Commission, but it was 
after you plastered the dorms and several campus buildmgs with it. 
Everyone else followed the rules and got the materials approved first. 
2. Why didn't you mention in your letter that the Committee for Respon· 
sible Leadership was a facade, a committee that expired last March, and 
that none of the , people~ who were on the committee gave their approval of 
the flier? 
3. Did you tell the students when you gave them the fliers in front of the 
voting machine that you were acting illegally and were not allowed to 
distribute campaign literature so close to the machines? 
4. Did you tell anyone about the hours you spent cutting off the bottom 
of the fliers where your name was to prevent any penaltie~ forthcoming 
from affecting your election? 
5. Or why didn't you mention in your letter that you endorsed five people 
without their consent or knowledge (a campaign violation) and that you 
couldn't pick two of them out of a lineup because you didn't even know who 
they were? 
I find it also ironic that Sen. Rotter was polling students to find they're 
not interested in "petty internal squabbling" because no one does more to 
promote "petty internal squabbling" in student government than Sen. Rob 
Rotter. This is· evidenced by his constantly inundating this.paper With let· 
ters to the editor. Every two weeks Sen. Rotter writes a letter in which he is 
either trying to ·direct some attention toward some petty issue, patting 
himself on the back or putting a knife in someone else's. 
Sen .. Rotter is right. Impeachment is a serious -charge. But it can be no 
more appropriately applied than to his position. Any person. who boasts 
about engaging in blatant deception of students has no place in a represent-
tative form of government. 
It is clear that Sen. Rotter was not campaigning for people but against 
others. As one _of the "sour grapes," ~ybe I didn't campaign hard enough 
and maybe I wasn't the best candidate, but I (along with the other three 
"sour grapes") never deliberately deceived the students of this university. 
If that's .what makes a grape sour around here, then I hope I never meet a 
sweet one. Matt Weber 
Campus food _in poor taste . 
Editor: 
Being a concerned student at UCF, I w~uld like to state my opinion of the 
quality of the foods that are being served in the cafeteria. I think the food 
stinks! The items on the menu that are supposed to be hot rarely are, and 
those that are to be served cold, aren't. In addition to the food being of 
generally poor quality, I think that it is unfair to the student who has to eat 
it. After all, college costs are skyrocketing, and the least that could be done 
is to serve the student good, quality meals. 
Keiron Brown 
• 
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more Letters 
Class time listed incorrectly 
Editor: 
In the fall d~ectory of classes. basic Biology 1010 is offered Monday. 
Tuesday and Wednesday from 7 to 7:50 a.m. in the engineering auditorium; 
however, no class exists. Instead of the time offered in the directory, the 
biology class is from 8 to 8:50 a.m. in th~ student center auditorium. 
However, the students and the computers were not informed of this change 
before registration. In fact, many students found out about the change only 
after sitting for 50 minutes (7 a.m.) in the engineering auditorium. 
The Future welcomes letters from its readers. 
Letters should be delivered to the Future by 5 p.m. on the Monday 
prior to publication to be considered for publication in the next issue. 
Though each letter must bear the writer's signature and phone 
number, names will be withheld upon request. The Future reserves the 
right to edit letters. 
Mailing address: P. 0. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816. Editorial 
office phone: 275-2607. Business office phone: 275-2865. 
Commuter.students 'left out' 
This small mistake in the directory caused a conflict in many students' 
schedules. Students were then faced with the dilemma of either rearranging Editor; 
their schedules or dropping classes. · As a commuter student, I find it a little difficult to feel I'm part of the 
I hope that in the future the directory will be proofread by the professors University. Driving to and from the campus occupies a great deal of time. 
and the classes and time printed will be exactly what is offered. This could Resident .students do not have to deal with this driving, thus being able to 
. eliminate the confusion and frustration that many students had to deal devote more time to campus activities. Also, these campus activities are 
with. · sometimes unknown to the .commuter student simply because he or she is 
1 
not around all the time to find out about them. This gives the commuter stu-Melanie Callins 
Victim of computer error '·' 
Editor: _ 
When I applied for admission to UCF, I had several problems which all 
came about from a minor mistake caused by one of the numbers of my 
Social Security number keyed into the computer. As soon as I noticed the 
mistake on the number, I called it to their attention. Two files are now set 
up for me, one with the correct number and one with the wrong number. 
All .through registration, this error kept causing unnecessary delays. I 
feel there should be more thorough proofing of information· being stored in 
the computer. 
Dawn Charisse Sims 
. ------~-~--------------------, I 90¢ HOT FUDGE SUNDAE FOR 60¢ I 
I WITH COUPON 'TILL DEC. 31, 1981 .1 
I BIG DIPPER I I (FORMERL y JAKE'S) I 
I ACROSS FROM LAKE DOWNEY I 
·I GAME ROOM I 
•• PAC •MAN, CENTIPEDE, ASTEROIDS, GORF, SCRAMBLE & MORE I 
L-l.~~.1t.i\i.~£1i~t!.lllll-.!.!!~-l.~~-.f!iL_&_S~L--..1 
1he . Rock House · 
Are you tired of looking for 
happiness? No matter what 
you do, fulfillment can only 
be found in Jesus Christ. 
He .wants you to know Him 
personally. · Come and 
learn how great life c<.1n 
~ . 
. be~ Tuesdays at 7 p.m . . 
Th• Rock Housa 
Youth Ministry of Calvary Assembly 
1199 Cloy Street, Winter Pork 
644-1199 
(located between Par and Fairbanks Exits of 1-4) 
1221 Lee Road• Suite 208 • Orlando 
.293-3316 
dent the feeling of being left out. · .· · . 
While rec'eivin:g a good education from the University·is most important, 
social interaction is too. Having a program to help the commuter feel more 
involved in the school activities is badly needed. · 
James Chickowski 
Moi:e on magazine mer:gers 
Editor: . 
·I'd like to thank that fine girl, Lee Elliott, for mentioning the name of our 
publication (Dogfopq) in her recent satire on People and US magazines Sept. 
25. It sure gave us a thrill to be mentioned in the same breath (or paragraph) 
with those fine journ~.ls of social document,tion . 
. As for the future of Dogfood, rumors that we are merging with Free Bird 
(Free Food?) are completely unfounded. We are, however, thiilking of star-
ting a spinoff publication on country music and calling it Kitty Litter . 
Time will tell. 
Sincerely, 
Don Gilliland 
Don:· Editor, Dogfood 
What I'd-heard was you were merging with the Watchtower, and your cover 
story on Meat Loaf was going to be called "Praise the Lard." We'll be look-
ing for t_he all-new Watchdog at diners everywhere. · 
P.S. 
Equally sincerely, 
Lee Elliott 
Compost Editor, House Beautiful · 
Come back, Donee: yv e miss you. Please write, even if it's just a review. · 
New FREE catalog lists the best in hypnotic self ·help tapes. 
All tested, proven, sold with complete money-back guarantee. 
PROSPERITY• SELF-CONFIDENCE •GOOD HEAL TH 
STOP SMOKING•WEIGHTlOSS•.E.S.P.•BETTER MEMORY 
IMPROVE SEXUAL LIFE•MANY MORE! 
Send Today.for Amazing FREE Catalog. 
UNIVERSAL CENTRE 
P.O. BOX 188 
FERN PARK, FL. 32730 
Need a temporary or part-time job? 
Kelly Health Care employees: 
•RN's 
•LPN's 
~Nursing Assistants 
•Homemaker/Companions 
Kelly Health Care offers days & schedules of your choice. 
1Home care & staffing situations 
Call for information. 
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If you want to apply your 
knowledge to a career that 
· wm encourage further learn-
ing and continuous profes-
sronal growth, you .should 
investigate the opportunities 
with CAROLINA POWER & 
LIGHT .COMPANY. We're one 
of the major forces in 
Southeastern power-a for~ . 
ward-locking innovator meet-
ing the· challenges of a 
complex and_ vital i'ndustry .. 
We seek fresh, creative talent 
·to help . ~s achieve our·goals. 
and maintain our standards 
for excellence. 
We are especially interested 
in persons graduating in one . 
of the following disciplines:· · 
• Nuclear Engineering 
• Chemical Engineering 
• .Mechanical Engineering 
• Elecbical Engineering 
The additional advantages of 
life In the Carolinas-an area 
known· for its mild, seasonal 
climate, vast array o.f year-
round recreational activities, 
and reasonable living costs.-
will guarantee your personal -
satisfaction while you enjoy 
the maximum In professional 
rewards. 
• 
Black area indicates 
CP&L's 30,000 sq . 
mile service area in 
North & South 
Carolina. 
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS 
. WILL BE CONDUCTED 
IN THE NEAR FUTURE •. 
To find out when CP&L representatives will be on your · 
campus, contact your Placement Director, or send 
letter or resume to: Di.recto'r-Corporate Recruiting, ' 
CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY, P.O. Box 1551, 
Raleigh, NC 27602. . 
· Carolina Pow.er & Light Company . 
An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer 
